Part A: Experimental supplementary information  Deconvolution scheme used to analyse the Ge n Li m mass spectra  Additional photo-ionization efficiency curves ( Fig. S1 and Table SI (Fig. S8 ).
Part A
Deconvolution scheme used to analyse the Ge n Li m mass spectra Due to the natural isotope distribution of lithium and germanium, the mass spectra (see Fig. 1) are dominated by broad peaks, which reflect the coexistence of Ge n Li m clusters with different amounts of lithium (for a given n). The isotope patterns of different Ge n Li m clusters overlap with each other and cannot readily be resolved with our current instrumentation except for the smallest sizes (n < 5). To extract information on the intensities of the individual clusters, a deconvolution scheme is applied. A single stoichiometry (Ge n Li m ) has an isotope pattern, which can be approximated by a Gaussian function for sizes with n > 5. Therefore, the convoluted spectrum is modeled as a sum of Gaussian functions, corresponding to the different stoichiometries, superposed on a fixed baseline. The full-width-at-half-max' (FWHM) of the Gaussian peaks are known from the natural isotope distribution and the amplitudes are fitting parameters. The integrals I d from the deconvoluted spectrum can then be derived from the integrals I of the convoluted spectrum by:
The matrix elements are given by: 2 ln 2 2 ln 2
The integration interval t, the distance between the peaks t j -t i and the FWHM i are known parameters.
Additional photo-ionization efficiency (PIE) curves
Besides those shown in Fig. 2 , PIE curves could also be measured for certain clusters that are not treated computationally in the present work. The PIE curves of these Ge n Li m clusters are shown in Fig. S1 and the derived ionization energies are listed in Table SI . Table SI . Experimentally determined vertical ionization energies (VIE) and ionization thresholds as derived from the PIE curves in Fig. S1 following the produce detailed in the article.
The standard error from the fitting procedure is given between brackets. 
